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The peer review report on your submission is below, which identifies some points to be addressed. 
Consequently, and provided that these points are satisfactorily addressed, we would be happy to 
consider your manuscript for publication.
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OUR COMMENTS (IF ANY):

REVIEWER 1 EVALUATION

The Manuscript (Submission ID: 16567) entitled "Zinc Lozenges May Shorten the Duration of Colds: 
a Systematic Review" reviewed the possible effects of Zinc Lozenge on common cold. This lengthy 
article does not give the significant novel information about the Zinc Lozenge in cold symptoms. 
More over, the article required to be shorten for the easy understanding of the broad 
authorship.Also it would be appropriate to remove the most of tables and figures. Hence, the 
manuscript lacks novelty and does not significantly contribute to the knowledge of the existing 
literature. All these aspects make this paper very weak and unacceptable for publication.  

REVIEWER 2 EVALUATION

This manuscript provides important information to the potential efficacy and tolerability of a 
natural multi-herbal formula (Immumax) in the treatment of patients suffering from common cold. 

Minor comments:
Sixty-two patients were randomized to either Immumax or placebo treatment groups in this study. 
But Table 1 showed that there were 11 male patients and 39 female patients in placebo group and 
13 male patients and 37 female patients in Immumax group. It seems that the number of patients of 
Tables 1 is wrong.
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